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Welcome to Product Design at A2 
A’ Level Product Design Staff  

  

Mrs Shilling- Head of DT [Textiles/Fashion, Graphics, RM] 

Miss Howells- Teacher [Textiles, Product Design, Art, Business Studies] 

Mr Fitzpatrik [Product Design, Graphics, Electronics] 

Mr Cork- DT Technician and Product Design specialist 

Miss Faith- Teacher [Graphics, Textiles, Product Design,] 

 

Other staff 

Mr Pitrik- Head of Engineering [Engineering, Product Design, Graphics] 

 

Subject at A2 
 

The A2 Product Design coursework at Newstead is akin to a first year degree 

project, where you will set your own major project following an investigation 

into a design need. Former A2 Design, Make and Evaluate products have 

included multi-purpose ambient lighting; a new take on the wardrobe trunk; a 

range of up-cycled jewellery; a new perfume for Katy Perry with coordinating 

packaging and display stand; an architecture inspired prom dress and, a 

recumbent cycle for a disabled user. However, to access the top marks you will 

need to establish a professional client who has a specific product need and can 

constantly provide feedback on your innovative ideas as they develop. You will 

also need to make contact with an expert /manufacturer in their chosen area for 

advice on your manufacturing constraints. 

 

The designing and modelling section is very similar to the AS coursework, 

where innovation and experimentation using a range of materials and 

manufacturing methods is imperative. This culminates with a specification 

check and once selected, the chosen product has to be thoroughly planned and 

manufactured, considering all aspects of commercial production with working 

drawings, work flow diagrams, quality control and risk assessments in a Gantt 

chart. Production is thoroughly documented often with a video diary of progress 

and the final product is assessed against the specification and physically tested 

to check it meets the standard. 

 

Finished products are highly marketable and you will find it easy to design a 

campaign to promote your product in its best forum. You will then launch your 

product by giving a Marketing Presentation to your peers, which is videoed and 

submitted as the final coursework requirement. Students in the past have 

produced websites, pop-ups, posters, leaflets or a magazine double page spread, 

deepening understanding of advertising campaigns, marketing, publicity and 



promotional opportunities; effectively you could launch their own product 

following this coursework! 

 

An even higher degree of enquiry, research and self-directed learning is 

required for this A2 coursework, especially when students have the option of 

designing and making products across any of the materials areas including: 

Graphics, Food, Engineering, Textiles/Fashion, Resistant Materials, Systems 

and Control, Architecture, or Manufacturing, regardless of their AS or GCSE 

area of study.  

 

To support this ethos, the Design Technology staff have a huge range of 

specialist experience and you will be expected to seek out the support that you 

require, according to your materials area. You will define who your Subject 

Specialism Mentor is and will need to agree regular tutorial times in your study 

periods to develop your ideas in 1:1 discussions. 

 

The need to experiment freely to develop original ideas, be resourceful, 

researching into the most suitable materials, modelling and manufacturing 

techniques is evident from the fifteen marks specifically allocated to innovation. 

You will be expected to manage your own time effectively, committing to five 

hours additional study every week, planning when you want to access the 

workshops during your study periods or to extend your skills in CAD/CAM etc. 

This hands-on experience will develop your ability and confidence to plan your 

A2 Design Make and Evaluate coursework and prepare for the Product Design 

examination papers. 

 

The Core Subject Knowledge in preparation for the theory and design 

examination is studied formally throughout the Autumn Term and applied in the 

Design Make and Evaluate coursework. Examination questions and practice 

papers are then reviewed once the coursework is completed.  

 

Successful learners in Product Design: 

 

 dedicate at least five hours a week of study time on their Design, Make 

and Evaluate coursework  

 regularly carry out research to extend knowledge of manufacturing 

processes 

 have a deep interest in design and the work of other designers 

 work hard to develop an understanding of  industrial processes, business, 

marketing and consumer issues from a global perspective 

 go out of their way to attend exhibitions, industrial visits and get involved 

with leadership and extra-curricular opportunities 



 further their observational sketching skills regularly, keeping all concepts 

to show progression 

 experiment by modelling with diverse materials, processes and 

techniques and are highly resourceful  

 independently develop and perfect their skills in CAD/CAM 

 use their ICT skills on a regular basis to scan sketches, photograph 

developments, video outcomes and process their coursework 

electronically 

 without fail take account of and work to hand-in dates, plotting their own 

progress using the checklists   

 

Some quotes from Y12 and Y13 students: 

Don’t be afraid to try something new, like going from RM to Textiles but think 

about what you want to make thoroughly beforehand, if you choose your project 

on the spot you might regret it. 
 

Work on a full range of original concept sketches and develop them using all 

types of modelling especially CAD, it is very important. 
 

Annotate, Annotate, annotate, the more scribbles on all aspects the better. 

Start your Product Study in September and finish by Easter otherwise you might 

rush certain sections and won’t be able to get as high a standard as you want. 
 

Allow enough time to enjoy the Marketing Presentation it is great to reflect on 

how your product really could be released. 

 

Overview of the year 

 
Date Modules, coursework, practicals, visits… 

 

 

Half 

Term 

1 

 

 

 

Design, Make, Evaluate Coursework- F523  
Design Brief draft using OPF format.  

Research Information, Inspiration and Influences and analyse products.  

Present findings of ‘III’ to group.   

Draft specification and write up with fully justified points.  

Produce original concept sketches & present to group for feedback. Scan all sketches 

Formal drawing techniques: isometric, orthographic, cross section, assembly etc., 

 leading to 4/5 developed detailed sketches in 3D. 

Present designs to the group for feedback on manufacturing and innovation.  

Gain feedback from client/user/specialist at critical points. 

 

 

 



Examination preparation- F524  
Exam overview with Core Knowledge. Manufacturing processes and systems. Use of 

digital technology in design and manufacture. Commercial practices. Legislation. H&S of  

designers makers and the public. Impact of design and manufacture on the environment. 

Value Issues. Impact of design and manufacture on the environment. Aesthetics & 

function, shape, form, colour & taste. Ergonomics and anthropometrics. Technical data. 

Quality control/quality assurance; Smart materials.  

 

 

 

Half 

Term 

2 

 

 

 

F523 cwk- Input on modelling ideas to develop manufacturing feasibility 

1st Generation models of all ideas with input on nets, paper patterns and components. 

1:1 development of modelling, exploring construction methods. 

Photograph all developments and video feedback. Evaluate against specification. 

CAD/CAM modelling ideas using 2D Design, Prodesktop and Inventor. 

Workshop modelling, 2nd generation- shaping, vac forming, line bending etc 

Compiling evidence of modelling with on-going evaluation against specification. 

 

F524 examination- Section A Practice Paper, discuss perfect answers. 

Section B Design Paper, discuss layout and mark allocation 

 

 

 

Half 

Term 

3 

 

Prioritise F523 cwk- Final design in CAD with isometric and orthographic views. 

1:1 discussions on materials, components and cutting lists.  

Input on project planning, Quality Control, H&S, Risk Assessment.  

Complete planning section for making.  

Order materials and components. CAD/CAM preparation of materials.  

Further modelling to inform manufacturing. Photograph/video developments. 

 

 

 

Half 

Term 

4 

 

 

 

Prioritise F523 cwk- Follow manufacturing plan to make product, evidencing QC 

measures and H&S with video diary/photographs and annotation. 

Gain feedback from client/user/specialist. 

Planning for appropriate product testing, run tests, evaluate and identify improvements. 

Research into Marketing Presentations, identifying suitable promotional strategy product. 

Produce costing calculation for a batch of product and a one off. 

 Define product’s USP and produce promotional campaign, including web site/ leaflet/ 

poster/ magazine article etc.  

Write a Review and Reflection on product’s potential and produce further modifications. 

 

Half 

Term 

5 

 

F524 examination- Section A Theory, discuss perfect answers. 

Section B Design, discuss layout and mark allocation practice papers and timed questions. 

 

 

August 

 

A2 Results   



Specification Summary 

 
OCR A2 Design and Technology: Product Design H453  

[http://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/type/gce/dt/product_design/documents] 

 

Design, Make and Evaluate F523[60% of the final A2 grade] 

 

The A2 major project features the design, manufacture, testing and marketing of 

a product which is selected by the student, following research into the target 

market and potential for product development. For the best outcomes it is 

imperative to have a recognised client and a contact who can provide 

professional and objective feedback. The product can feature any material focus 

area and past projects have included: 

 

 multi-purpose ambient lighting 

  a new take on the wardrobe trunk  

 a range of up-cycled jewellery 

 An interactive toy specifically to engage a child with Autism 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



F524 Product Design [40% of the final A2 grade] 

 Component A- A one hour theory paper designed to test the materials and 

manufacturing knowledge developed in your materials focus area and your 

ability have to apply the Core Knowledge in response to questions. 

 

 

The Graphics and Textiles focus area for past questions has included: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Component B- A one and a half hour design paper which tests your ability to 

produce innovative concepts in the materials area of your choice. 

Produce a list of specification points, a range of design ideas which are fully 

annotated and a final developed idea with design and manufacturing constraints. 

 

The RM focus area for a past question included: 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This exam relies upon fast sketching skills and an ability to produce a range of 

innovative concepts under pressure. The level of annotation can be enhanced by 

having a thorough understanding of the Core Knowledge and revision in two 

distinct DT areas is advisable in case the question is tricky! 

 



Expectations in Product Design 
 

In order to provide students with the most effective support, the following 

principles, practices and processes are to be maintained: 

 

1. Punctuality and Absence: All absences will be logged and you will be 

expected to make up lost time by writing up missed notes and organising 

a suitable way to catch up. Then you will then need to approach staff with 

well-informed personal targets. 

 

2. Deadlines: Inform us as soon as possible if there is ANY reason why you 

cannot hand work in on the deadline. Talk to us rather than ignore the 

problem. Missing a deadline usually results in underachievement and can 

mean your marks will not be submitted to the exam board. 

 

3. Learning Environment: You should enter the workshop knowing what 

you intend to do, bringing equipment, materials and work you need for 

the lesson. The classroom should be used for developmental, practical 

and group work and additional research, collating or printing out of 

images, etc. should be done in your study periods or as homework. 

 

4. Study periods and independent study: Must amount to five periods a 

week including sketching, taking photos, visiting galleries and museums, 

researching materials, processes etc. and building skills in CAD/CAM 

 

5. Health & Safety Protocols: always have an overall for workshops and 

appropriate footwear, [not open sandals] follow safety guidelines 

rigorously when working on machinery or using tools, with bags etc. 

under benches and no MP3 players during practical sessions. 

 

The role of Learning Conversations 

 

Once you have started your A2 coursework, you will be assigned a Specialism 

Mentor and you will arrange mutually convenient times every Half Term to 

discuss your learning, to support the development of your ideas and in-depth 

materials, modelling and manufacturing knowledge, review the completion of 

sections and meeting of deadlines. 

 

If you fall behind, you will have additional meetings with Mrs Shilling to 

formalise a catch up routine and agreed hand in dates which must be met. 
 

Failure to meet these goals will result in the issue being referred to the Sixth 

Form team for further support and guidance. 



What to do when stuck… 
 

Success does not consist in never making mistakes but in never making the same 

one a second time. [George Bernard Shaw] 

 

In addition to the Specialism Mentor meetings Design Technology staff are 

available most breaks and lunchtimes in the DT block or Engineering Suite to 

discuss your progress and all Sixth Form students can use the workshops to 

improve their work, as long as you are supervised.  

 

You can also discuss materials and manufacturing processes with the DT 

technicians, or to develop systems or electronics knowledge and skills, Mr 

Colegate the Systems Manager. Product Design students are also welcome to 

attend Yr10 or Yr11 lessons to hone their manufacturing skills and this is 

advisable if you are working in an unfamiliar area. All support materials will be 

available on Moodle, including exemplar materials and your Teachers and 

Specialism Mentor will be in email contact regularly. 

 

Leadership and Enrichment opportunities 
As a Product Design student you can access a vast program of societies, visits 

and competitions which develop Leadership skills through enrichment, enabling 

you to make informed decisions about your future studies and career. 

 

Architecture Club- Using the Inventor AutoCAD software to develop your 

CAD skills, you will produce a portfolio of architecture designs and can also 

experiment with floor plans and the laser cutter to produce 3D models. There is 

then a leadership opportunity where you can apply your CAD skills by 

delivering the Google Sketch Up sessions with Yr 7 on their Architecture 

project. 

 

Tubbenden Animated Props Project- This is a highly creative opportunity to 

lead the design and development of props with the students at Tubbenden for 

their Yr 6 play. Using CAD/CAM and modelling techniques you will animate 

the characters or creatures by experimenting with simple mechanisms, 

supported by a team of willing helpers from Yr 8. 

 

Trips and Visits- Product Design students visit the Design Museum and the 

V&A Creative Quarters programme in the Autumn Term, followed by lectures 

from eminent professional designers at the Institute of Education. And, as an 

extension of their modelling, students have an opportunity to experience Rapid 

Prototyping through our links with Greenwich University, where they also take 

part in an industrial experience to prepare for the Innovation Challenge. 

http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/g/georgebern121841.html
http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/g/georgebern121841.html
http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/authors/g/george_bernard_shaw.html


Leadership- Show your flair for designing by delivering the Yr 10 sixth form 

taster day sessions and share your insight into sustainable design in a global 

context by supporting the Yr 11 sixth form Open Day in the Summer term. 

Product Design students are also pivotal to clubs and workshops in the  

Spring and Summer Term. 

 

Resources and Equipment 
 

A Level students are loaned a department copy of Design Technology for A 

Level [Product Design] as recommended by the OCR examination board, which 

must be brought to every lesson. 

The funding for the A2 major project, where each student will receive a 

materials allowance of £30 [funded by the Arkwright Scholarships] but any 

additional materials expenditure for their product will have to be paid for. 

 

Links 
 

Product Design students will be given a copy of 2D Design to develop their 

CAD skills at home and will also be encouraged to download Google Sketch Up 

and, a 60 day trial of Inventor to become familiar with the tools and follow the 

tutorials of these 3D software programs, prior to the start of term.  

 

Throughout the course you should access copies of Design Magazine, Creative 

Review, Drapers Record, Wired etc. according to your specialism preference 

and visit art/design galleries and exhibitions on a regular basis such as: The Brit 

Insurance Exhibition at the Design Museum, New Designers Awards at the 

Business Design Centre and the Final Degree shows at London Colleges and 

Universities 

 

Progression 
 

Students who have studied Product Design recently have gone on to: 

 

Central St Martins, Kingston and UAL for Art Foundation 

 

Bournemouth University- Animation 

Loughborough University- Product Design 

Central Saint Martins- Fashion 

Southampton University- Architecture 

Manchester University- Business Management 

Bath University- Mechanical Engineering 

Edinburgh College of Art- Textiles/Fashion 


